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Abstract 1	
Language that describes actions, for instance verbs, can help to predict future actions of 2	
conspecifics in social interactions. Language and action are therefore interrelated. This 3	
interrelation has been described on a behavioral level for adults and toddlers. Furthermore, in 4	
adults, the sensorimotor system is involved in this interrelation. However, little is known 5	
about the early interrelation on the neural level at the onset of verb acquisition. In the present 6	
study, we examined the role of the sensorimotor system during the processing of acoustically 7	
presented verbs that describe dynamic actions and visually presented actions in toddlers, who 8	
are in the earliest stage of expressive language development. The activity of the sensorimotor 9	
system, in particular the suppression of the mu rhythm, was measured by means of 10	
electroencephalography (EEG). Results showed a significant suppression of the mu rhythm 11	
during both the processing of action verbs and observed actions, but not during the processing 12	
of pseudoverbs. This suggests that the sensorimotor system is already involved in the 13	
processing of action and language early in life.  14	
 15	
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1. Introduction 1	
Language, and more specifically verbs, are an inherent part of social interactions (Tomasello, 2	
2001). In social interactions, verbs can serve as cues to predict future behavior, especially 3	
future actions of conspecifics (Springer, Huttenlocher, & Prinz, 2012). It has been 4	
demonstrated that action processing and verb processing are interrelated in adults (Fischer & 5	
Zwaan, 2008; Pulvermüller, 2005; Springer et al., 2012) and toddlers (Gampe & Daum, 2014; 6	
Gampe, Brauer, & Daum, 2016). In adults, extensive literature shows that the sensorimotor 7	
system is involved in this interrelation (Buccino et al., 2005; Hauk, Johnsrude, & 8	
Pulvermüller, 2004; Mollo, Pulvermüller, & Hauk, 2016; Moreno, de Vega, & León, 2013; 9	
Rüschemeyer, Brass, & Friederici, 2007; van Elk, van Schie, Zwaan, & Bekkering, 2010), 10	
resulting in similar brain activations during the production and the visual observation of 11	
actions, as well as during listening to action-related verbs. However, it is less well studied 12	
how this interrelation develops, and which neural systems are involved. The aim of the 13	
present study was to investigate whether sensorimotor involvement in both action and verb 14	
processing is already established in toddlers, who are at the beginning of verb acquisition. 15	
This study is an important first step towards increasing our understanding of the early 16	
interrelation between action and language, since it investigates whether the sensorimotor 17	
system underlies the processing of different modalities (linguistic and visual) of action 18	
representations, as has been reported in adults already (Pulvermüller, 2005). This means that 19	
we study the interrelation of action and language in light of a common neural processing 20	
system for different action representations. In the following, we briefly introduce the 21	
importance of studying the interplay between language and action from a general, and in 22	
particular, from an ontogenetic perspective, focusing on the development of this interplay 23	
with a focus on verb acquisition in early childhood. Furthermore, we highlight the 24	
commonalities of action and verb processing on a neural level. 25	
 26	
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Verbs belong to a lexical category that reflects activities, processes, and relations, and as such 1	
they are distinct from nouns, which describe entities (Baker, 2003; Golinkoff & Hirsh-Pasek, 2	
2006; Tomasello, 1992). These processes and relations can be concrete and dynamic (e.g., 3	
running, grasping), static (e.g., standing, waiting), or abstract (e.g., existing, thinking). In the 4	
following we focus on dynamic action verbs, since toddlers’ first-acquired verbs are to a great 5	
extent verbs that describe observable actions of people, such as drawing and stacking 6	
(Golinkoff & Hirsh-Pasek, 2006; Sootsman Buresh, Woodward, & Brune, 2006). Abstract 7	
verbs are not acquired until later on (Kauschke, 2012). In addition, for reasons of brevity, 8	
when writing verbs we refer to these dynamic action verbs. Consequently, we consider early-9	
acquired verbs as a linguistic form of action representations, and as such junctions in which 10	
actions and words come together (Golinkoff & Hirsh-Pasek, 2006).  11	
 12	
Since verbs and actions are semantically related, and verb acquisition consists of mapping 13	
words onto actions (Gentner & Boroditsky, 2001), it seems feasible that verb acquisition does 14	
not reflect a process whose development is isolated in the language domain, but is rather 15	
closely related to development in the action domain. For instance, one needs to understand an 16	
action and its facets to learn the label that maps onto the action (Sootsman Buresh et al., 17	
2006). Therefore, verb acquisition builds on a range of action perception skills, such as the 18	
processing of motion, action goals, or intentions (Pulverman, Hirsh-Pasek, Golinkoff, Pruden, 19	
& Salkind, 2006). These action perception skills are acquired early on in development, at a 20	
prelinguistic stage. For example, the detection of biological motion and the preference for it is 21	
an intrinsic ability already present in newborns (Simion, Regolin, & Bulf, 2008). From about 22	
6 months of age, infants perceive actions as being directed towards goals (Biro & Leslie, 23	
2007; Daum, Prinz, & Aschersleben, 2008, 2009; Luo & Johnson, 2009; Woodward, 1998). 24	
Furthermore, perceiving actions and their goals is already associated with activity in the 25	
sensorimotor system of the brain from a very young age. It has been reported that infants from 26	
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the age of 8 months show activity in the sensorimotor system during the observation of 1	
someone else’s actions (e.g., Marshall, Young, & Meltzoff, 2011; Nyström, Ljunghammar, 2	
Rosander, & von Hofsten, 2011; Southgate, Johnson, Osborne, & Csibra, 2009; Warreyn et 3	
al., 2013). The sensorimotor system is thus involved in action perception, which is a basis for 4	
verb acquisition (Pulverman et al., 2006). 5	
 6	
Later on in development, these early action-perception skills serve to map words onto 7	
perceived actions, and in turn to acquire verbs (Sootsman Buresh et al., 2006). Verb 8	
comprehension starts at the beginning of the second year of life (Golinkoff & Hirsh-Pasek, 9	
2008) and precedes verb production, which increases at around 18-24 months of age 10	
(Kauschke, 2012; Rothweiler & Kauschke, 2007). Furthermore, toddlers reach a total 11	
vocabulary of approximately 100 words at this stage (Bates et al., 1994). So an increase in 12	
expressive verb vocabulary is not only associated with an increase in age but also with an 13	
increase in general language repertoire, i.e. overall vocabulary (Kauschke, 2012).  14	
 15	
In adults, who are highly proficient in using verbs, not only temporal and inferior frontal 16	
language-processing areas are involved in verb processing, but also the sensorimotor system 17	
(Buccino et al., 2005; Hauk et al., 2004; Moreno et al., 2013; Repetto, Colombo, Cipresso, & 18	
Riva, 2013; Rüschemeyer et al., 2007; van Elk et al., 2010). However, the sensorimotor 19	
system is only involved in verb processing if verbs map closely onto actions, which is the 20	
case for action verbs, but not for abstract verbs or pseudoverbs (Buccino et al., 2005; Fargier 21	
et al., 2012; Hauk et al., 2004; Moreno et al., 2013; Repetto et al., 2013; Rüschemeyer et al., 22	
2007; van Elk et al., 2010). Abstract verbs describe mental states and processes (e.g., 23	
thinking, doubting, believing; Moreno et al., 2013), whereas pseudoverbs are novel and have 24	
no semantic content (Fargier et al., 2012). Both stand in contrast to action verbs, which 25	
describe movements of body parts. Furthermore, the sensorimotor system processes action 26	
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verbs similarly to observed actions (Moreno et al., 2013). This indicates that the sensorimotor 1	
system processes different action representations from the action and the language domain. In 2	
addition, similar findings have also been reported for the processing of action-related sounds 3	
(Kohler et al., 2002; McGarry, Russo, Schalles, & Pineda, 2012; Pineda et al., 2013). Short-4	
term training of pseudoverb-action associations can also induce the sensorimotor mapping of 5	
a novel verb onto an unfamiliar action (Fargier et al., 2012). This indicates that, in adults, 6	
sensorimotor processing of verbs can result from associative learning (Cooper, Cook, 7	
Dickinson, & Heyes, 2013; Heyes, 2010). Verbs that have been mapped onto actions, either 8	
by short-term training or life-long experience with language, are thus associated with 9	
sensorimotor activity in adults. In this study, we investigated whether this also holds true for 10	
toddlers who are at the beginning of this mapping process. Adults have an immense repertoire 11	
of verbs and actions at their disposal which is based on their lifetime experience with both 12	
language and actions. In contrast, early in life, children are in the process of acquiring 13	
proficiency in both language and action. The question is, therefore, under which 14	
circumstances (e.g., motor skills, language status) the sensorimotor system starts to become 15	
involved in the processing of different action representations, such as observed actions, action 16	
sounds, or action verbs in early development. 17	
 18	
Similar to the associative learning reported in the context of pseudoverbs in adults (Fargier et 19	
al., 2012), associative learning can result in sensorimotor processing of action-related sounds 20	
in 7- to 9-month-olds, who displayed activity in sensorimotor brain regions for sounds that 21	
had been associated with shaking actions in a training phase (Gerson, Bekkering, & Hunnius, 22	
2015; Paulus, Hunnius, & Bekkering, 2013; Paulus, Hunnius, van Elk, & Bekkering, 2012). It 23	
was postulated that sensorimotor activity in response to sounds is the result of an association 24	
between the shaking action and the effect of the shaking (Gerson et al., 2015; Paulus et al., 25	
2012). If this association becomes strong enough, the perception of the action effect triggers 26	
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sensorimotor activity (Cooper et al., 2013; Heyes, 2010). These findings provide evidence for 1	
the assumption that associative learning already plays a role in the sensorimotor processing of 2	
different action representations early on in development (Gerson et al., 2015; Paulus et al., 3	
2013, 2012). Additionally, first-hand experience with actions influences the strength of 4	
association between different action representations (Locatelli, Gatti, & Tettamanti, 2012). 5	
For instance, action sounds were associated with stronger sensorimotor activity when they 6	
were linked to actually produced actions than to merely observed actions (Gerson et al., 7	
2015). Also, sensorimotor activity in response to observed actions is stronger when the infant 8	
is able to perform the action (van Elk, van Schie, Hunnius, Vesper, & Bekkering, 2008; Yoo, 9	
Cannon, Thorpe, & Fox, 2016). This effect could be explained with the potential strength of 10	
the representations of an action. Representational strength is a concept within the account of 11	
graded representations, where strength depends on experience with a given entity that is 12	
represented (Munakata, McClelland, Johnson, & Siegler, 1997). Furthermore, strong 13	
representations provide clean neural signals that allow connections to other representations in 14	
the cognitive system: For instance, strong motor representations of an action allow 15	
connections with auditory representations of an action (i.e., sound that is elicited by 16	
performing the action). On a neural level, the graded representations account states that 17	
representational strength could be operationalized by neuronal firing rates, firing coherence, 18	
and connectivity (Munakata, 2001). Previous research showed that experience influences 19	
representational strength, for example of objects; that is, object representations are stronger if 20	
infants are more experienced in perception of and interaction with the objects (Shinskey & 21	
Munakata, 2005). Furthermore, representational strength increases with age, which can again 22	
be explained by extended experience with increasing age (Munakata, 2001). At the age of 22 23	
months, toddlers retrieve and update representations more easily than at 19 months (Ganea, 24	
Shutts, Spelke, & DeLoache, 2007). For the present study, we assume a similar association 25	
between experience, representational strength, and sensorimotor involvement for linguistic 26	
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action representation as has been reported for visual action representation. Consequently, we 1	
expect the sensorimotor response to verbs to be stronger for verbs that a toddler is able to 2	
vocalize in contrast to verbs that are either only part of the toddler’s receptive vocabulary or 3	
that are unknown, such as pseudoverbs. Similar to the retrieval of object representations from 4	
memory (Ganea & Saylor, 2013), the retrieval of the meaning of a verb from memory will 5	
then be better for verbs that are more strongly represented. This means that sensorimotor 6	
involvement in verb processing could be associated with proficiency or experience in using 7	
verbs. 8	
 9	
As mentioned above, adults, who are proficient verb users, show sensorimotor involvement in 10	
verb processing (Buccino et al., 2005; Hauk et al., 2004; Moreno et al., 2013; Repetto et al., 11	
2013; Rüschemeyer et al., 2007; van Elk et al., 2010). In addition, a functional magnetic 12	
resonance imaging study already showed sensorimotor processing for auditorily presented 13	
action verbs in preschoolers (4-5 years old), who have a smaller expressive verb repertoire 14	
than adults (James & Maouene, 2009).1 More specifically, the preschoolers’ sensorimotor 15	
system showed somatotopically distributed activity corresponding to the effector limbs used 16	
to perform the action described by the verb (James & Maouene, 2009). Similar somatotopic 17	
activation patterns are reported in studies with adult participants (Pulvermüller, 2005). 18	
However, 4- to 5-year-olds still have already well-developed action and verb repertoires, 19	
which are smaller, but far closer to the adult repertoires than to those of toddlers, especially 20	
with respect to the simple actions and action verbs used in the studies. It therefore remains 21	
unclear whether the sensorimotor system also plays a role in the processing of verbs in early 22	
stages of verb acquisition.  23	
 24	 																																																								1	The modality of stimulus presentation was different from studies in adults, which mostly use 
visual presentation of verbs (e.g., Hauk, Johnsrude, & Pulvermüller, 2004; Moreno, de Vega, 
& León, 2013).	
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We investigated this question by examining sensorimotor activity during action-verb 1	
processing in 18- and 24-month-olds. We assumed that toddlers in both age groups have 2	
already acquired some basic receptive action-verb repertoire (Golinkoff & Hirsh-Pasek, 3	
2008), but still differ in their expressive action-verb repertoire (Bates et al., 1994). We 4	
acoustically presented sentences with early-acquired action verbs and pseudoverbs, and 5	
showed video clips of means-end actions. Pseudoverbs are an ideal control condition for two 6	
reasons. First, in adults, pseudoverbs were not associated with sensorimotor activity (Fargier 7	
et al., 2012). Second, unlike abstract verbs, pseudoverbs do not carry semantic information 8	
but have still a valid phonotactic structure in contrast to non-words (Friedrich & Friederici, 9	
2005). During stimulus presentation, the toddlers’ sensorimotor activity was assessed by 10	
means of electroencephalography (EEG). Early-acquired action verbs were defined according 11	
to normative data as verbs that, on average, are in the expressive verb repertoire of 15 % of 12	
18-month-olds and 60 % of 24-month-olds (Szagun, Stumper, & Schramm, 2009). 13	
Sensorimotor activity was measured by suppression of the mu rhythm, which is within the 14	
alpha range and is typically present over central electrode sites (Hobson & Bishop, 2016; 15	
Marshall & Meltzoff, 2011). The mu rhythm is strongly present in the EEG signal when the 16	
sensorimotor system is at rest, but gets suppressed when the system is activated (e.g., during 17	
action production or perception; Cuevas, Cannon, Yoo, & Fox, 2014). In infants, the 18	
frequency band of interest is 6-9 Hz (Marshall, Bar-Haim, & Fox, 2002; Stroganova, 19	
Orekhova, & Posikera, 1999), which is lower than in adults (8-13 Hz; Marshall & Meltzoff, 20	
2011). Studies report a gradual increase in the peak frequency with increasing age. It has been 21	
reported that the peak frequency is about 8 Hz at 24 months of age (Berchicci et al., 2011; 22	
Marshall et al., 2002). Despite this difference in the frequency range, the function and 23	
topography of the mu rhythm are similar in infants, toddlers, and adults (Marshall & Meltzoff, 24	
2011).  25	
 26	
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The following three main questions guided the present research: First, do toddlers show a 1	
suppression of the mu rhythm when listening to action verbs similar to the reported 2	
suppression when observing actions (Warreyn et al., 2013)? We expected this to be the case, 3	
since toddlers already have a receptive vocabulary of action verbs (Golinkoff & Hirsh-Pasek, 4	
2008) as verified by a parent questionnaire, and therefore associations between actions and 5	
verbs are established. Second, is the suppression of the mu rhythm different in response to 6	
action verbs than to pseudoverbs? The adult sensorimotor system responds to pseudoverbs 7	
only after associations with actions have been formed by training (Fargier et al., 2012). 8	
However, it remains an empirical question whether pseudoverbs are associated with 9	
sensorimotor activity or not in toddlers. One possibility is that pseudoverbs are recognized as 10	
verbs describing an (as yet unlabeled) action due to their morphology, and are therefore 11	
processed similarly to action verbs that are already in the child’s vocabulary (Hernandez 12	
Jarvis, Merriman, Barnett, Hanba, & van Haitsma, 2004; Mani, Durrant, & Floccia, 2012). 13	
Another possibility is that pseudoverbs are not associated with sensorimotor activity in 14	
toddlers, since the pseudoverbs do not map onto actions, which would parallel findings from a 15	
study in adults (Fargier et al., 2012). Third, is the suppression of the mu rhythm in response to 16	
verbs different for 18- and 24-month-olds? Within this age range, toddlers differ with respect 17	
to expressive verb repertoire (Bates et al., 1994), which might affect sensorimotor activity in 18	
response to verbs depending on age. There is evidence that greater expressive vocabulary was 19	
associated with implicit production of nouns that fit a preceding verb (Mani, Daum, & 20	
Huettig, 2016; Mani & Huettig, 2012). It is a feasible assumption that this task includes 21	
mental simulation of the action described by the verb, which facilitates the prediction of the 22	
appropriate noun or object. If a greater expressive verb vocabulary – and in turn more 23	
experience with verbs and hence stronger verb representations (Munakata, 2001; Shinskey & 24	
Munakata, 2005) – is associated with better mental simulation of the action, we could assume 25	
that the suppression of the mu rhythm is stronger for toddlers with a larger expressive verb 26	
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vocabulary. This is because the suppression of the mu rhythm is related to mental simulation 1	
of actions (Jeon, Nam, Kim, & Whang, 2011; Nam, Jeon, Kim, Lee, & Park, 2011; 2	
Pfurtscheller, Brunner, Schlögl, & Lopes da Silva, 2006; Pineda, Allison, & Vankov, 2000). 3	
However, the strength of the sensorimotor verb-action association could depend rather on 4	
motor experience with the action than verb repertoire. We know that motor experience is 5	
essential to form associations between actions and action effects (Gerson et al., 2015). 6	
Accordingly, it is plausible to hypothesize that motor experience is beneficial for the 7	
formation of an association between the action and the corresponding verb. However, we 8	
assume that both age groups have similar motor experience with the particular actions that 9	
were presented to the children in the present study. This implies that the two age groups are 10	
not expected to differ with respect to the suppression of the mu rhythm in response to action 11	
verbs. 12	
 13	
2. Materials and Methods 14	
2.1 Participants 15	
We included 20 toddlers (7 female) aged 18 months (M = 566.6 days, range = 551-579 days) 16	
and 27 toddlers (15 female) aged 24 months (M = 747.2 days, range = 724-777 days) in the 17	
final sample. All toddlers provided a minimum of six trials per condition and completed at 18	
least the first block of the procedure (verb block). This sample was used for the analysis 19	
involving the first block. In total, an additional 28 toddlers aged 18 months and 20 toddlers 20	
aged 24 months were tested but excluded due to technical problems (n = 1), refusal to keep 21	
the net on their head (n = 5), or because they did not provide enough artifact-free trials 22	
(n = 42). The average attrition rate of 50.5% was within the expected range for this age group 23	
(DeBoer, Scott, & Nelson, 2013) and comparable to other studies in the field (Bache et al., 24	
2015; Reid, Striano, & Iacoboni, 2011; Stapel, Hunnius, van Elk, & Bekkering, 2010; 25	
Warreyn et al., 2013). To compare the neural response to verbs and observed actions, we 26	
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selected a subsample of toddlers (n = 33) who completed both blocks of the procedure (verb 1	
block and observation block), satisfying the criterion of a minimum of six trials per condition 2	
in both blocks. This subsample consisted of 14 18-month-olds (4 female) and 19 24-month-3	
olds (10 female). 4	
  5	
All toddlers were recruited from local birth records. They were born full term (week of 6	
gestation ≥ 37), had normal birth weight (≥ 2500 g), grew up in Swiss-German monolingual 7	
households and had right-handed parents. The study was approved by the local ethics 8	
committee. Caregivers gave written informed consent. The toddlers received a small age-9	
appropriate toy (value equivalent to 5 USD) and a printed certificate for their participation in 10	
the study. 11	
 12	
2.2 Stimuli 13	
We used three types of materials: auditory stimuli, visual stimuli, and play material. The 14	
auditory stimuli consisted of six sentences spoken by a native Swiss-German female speaker. 15	
The full duration of each sentence was 1100 ms. The sentence structure was as follows: 16	
“Ich” [I] from 0-400 ms and a verb (action verb or pseudoverb) from 500-1100 ms after 17	
sentence onset. We used three different familiar action verbs: “maale” [to draw], “schniide” 18	
[to cut], “baue” [to build]. These had been chosen because they were classified as early-19	
acquired verbs according to the Swiss-German adaptation the language questionnaire 20	
FRAKIS (Szagun et al., 2009). The corresponding pseudoverbs were constructed such that 21	
they had the same initial sound and end sound as the familiar action verb: “mieke“, 22	
“schraade”, “bope”. 23	
 24	
The visual stimuli consisted of video clips depicting means-end actions that corresponded to 25	
the familiar action verbs used in the auditory stimuli. The video clip showed an actress’s 26	
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arms, hands, and torso from a third-person perspective. The actress sat at a table with two 1	
objects lying in front of her. The object near her right hand (i.e., on the left side of the screen) 2	
was always the means object (e.g., green pencil, plastic toy knife, blue wooden building 3	
block), whereas the object near her left hand (i.e., on the right side of the screen) was the goal 4	
object (e.g., yellow piece of paper, orange toy carrot with three pieces held together by 5	
Velcro, two stacked yellow and red wooden building blocks). The structure of the actions was 6	
as follows (see Fig. 1): The actress sits at the table with her hands in a resting position (0-7	
600 ms). Then, she lifts her right hand and grasps the means object (2100 ms), which is 8	
transported towards the goal object. On arrival at the goal object (3500 ms), she performs the 9	
appropriate action. After finishing the action (5400 ms), she puts the means object down and 10	
returns her hands to the resting position. All these steps taken together resulted in a 6000 ms 11	
video clip. As play material, we used the same objects as shown in the video clips of the 12	
means-end actions. 13	
	14	
Fig. 1. Structure of the video clips. Here, the action to cut is depicted with respect to the 15	
action boundaries resting, grasping and action execution. The structure of the other actions 16	
was analogous. 17	 	18	
2.3 Procedure 19	
On arrival at the lab and as part of the standard procedure, the caregivers were asked to 20	
provide information about years of education and handedness of both parents. Furthermore, to 21	
0-600 ms 2100 ms 3500 ms 5400 ms 6000ms 
resting grasp action start action end resting 
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assess action-verb production, the caregivers were asked to indicate whether the toddler 1	
understood and spontaneously produced (i.e., vocalized) the action verbs that were presented 2	
in the EEG paradigm. Verb comprehension was not assessed directly, since parent reports 3	
have poor validity, especially for the second year of life (Eriksson, Westerlund, & Berglund, 4	
2002; Feldman et al., 2005; Tomasello & Mervis, 1994). Language status was not assessed 5	
otherwise. Moreover, caregivers were asked to indicate whether the toddler performed the 6	
actions that we used in the EEG paradigm in their daily lives or during playtime.  7	
 8	
The EEG paradigm took place in a dimly lit, electrically shielded and sound-attenuated room. 9	
The toddler sat on the caregiver’s lap, at an approximate distance of 60 cm from a 17-inch 10	
computer screen with adjacent loudspeakers. We used the software Presentation 18.1 11	
(Neurobehavioral Systems, USA) to present the auditory and visual stimuli. The EEG 12	
paradigm consisted of two separate blocks, which were always kept in the same order. The 13	
verb block came first, followed by the observation block. The order was kept constant to 14	
exclude any possible carry-over effects from action observation onto verb processing. 15	
 16	
In the verb block, the trials were presented in random order, with a maximum of three trials of 17	
the same condition (action verb, pseudoverb) in a row. Throughout the sentence presentation, 18	
a red dot with a diameter of about 3 cm was presented in the middle of the screen. In addition, 19	
this dot served as a fixation point in the between-stimulus interval (BSI), which had a 20	
duration of 2000 ms. During the sentence presentation as well as the BSI, the dot changed its 21	
color gradually from red to yellow and back to red. The gradual color change was chosen to 22	
keep the toddlers’ quiet attention using a changing stimulus (Cuevas et al., 2014) that is not 23	
associated with an action, since there was no translational movement or contingency with any 24	
other stimulus. We suppose that the gradual color change is therefore not interpreted as 25	
action. After every third trial, or if the toddler became inattentive, an attention grabber was 26	
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presented. Attention grabbers consisted of a video depicting a spiraling screensaver with a 1	
jingling sound. The verb block consisted of a maximum of 60 trials (30 trials per condition), 2	
but was terminated by the experimenter if the toddler was not attending to the stimuli 3	
anymore (i.e., inattention for more than 6 trials in a row). 4	
  5	
The observation block was divided into three sub-blocks with respect to the three actions that 6	
were used as action verbs in the verb block. The order in which the sub-blocks were presented 7	
was randomized. For each action, the video clip was presented six times in a row. The BSI in 8	
the observation block was identical to the BSI in the verb block in terms of the stimulus 9	
shown and the timing. After these six identical video clips, the experimenter handed the 10	
toddler the play material that the actress had used in the video clip. By saying “It’s your 11	
turn!”, the experimenter prompted the toddler to imitate the action shown in the video clip. 12	
The imitation trial ended after the toddler had completed the action, or if the toddler did not 13	
initiate the action after 15 seconds. 14	
 15	
The imitation trials were used to maintain the toddlers’ attention, but EEG was not further 16	
analyzed.2 Because of these imitation trials the aforementioned subdivision into sub-blocks 17	
was necessary in order to avoid carry-over effects from the imitation of an action onto the 18	
observation of the action. 19	
 20	
2.4 EEG recording and analysis 21	
The EEG was recorded with a NetAmps 300 amplifier (Electrical Geodesics Inc., Eugene, 22	
OR, USA) at 500 Hz sampling rate and a 128-channel sensor net with infant layout (Electrical 23	
																																																								2	Initially, we intended to analyze the EEG data from the imitation condition to have a 
measure for action execution (Cuevas, Cannon, Yoo, & Fox, 2014). However, we did not 
obtain enough trials for the analysis because of very strong movement artifacts, mostly due to 
head movements and because toddlers refused to interact with the play material. 
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Geodesics Inc., Eugene, OR, USA). During recording, an online 0.1 Hz high-pass filter was 1	
applied and data were referenced to the vertex. Impedances were kept below 50 kΩ. 2	
After EEG acquisition, the data were preprocessed in the EEGLAB toolbox (Delorme & 3	
Makeig, 2004). We applied a 0.3-30 Hz band-pass filter and removed the outermost channels 4	
(due to insufficient contact with the scalp; Filippi et al., 2016; Nyström et al., 2011). Trials in 5	
which the toddler moved or did not attend to the stimuli were removed. In the verb block, on 6	
average 51% of the epochs from the action-verb condition and 48 % of the epochs from the 7	
pseudoverb condition were removed. In the observation block, on average 43 % of the epochs 8	
were removed. We performed an independent component analysis (ICA) to identify and 9	
remove artifacts due to eye movements, sweating, and heartbeat (Delorme & Makeig, 2004). 10	
Finally, we interpolated missing channels using spherical interpolation and re-referenced the 11	
data to common average reference. 12	
 13	
Data from the verb block were segmented according to condition (action verb, pseudoverb). 14	
We extracted 2500 ms epochs, consisting of 1000 ms before sentence onset and 1500 ms after 15	
sentence onset. On average, we obtained 12.5 trials for the action-verb condition (range = 6-16	
24) and 12.7 trials for the pseudoverb condition (range = 6-26). Data from the observation 17	
block were segmented into 8000 ms epochs with a 1500 ms period before and a 6500 ms 18	
period after video onset. We obtained an average of 9.6 trials for the action-observation 19	
condition (range = 6-16).  20	
 21	
Data were analyzed in Matlab (R2014b) by performing a time-frequency analysis over a 22	
frequency range between 4 and 20 Hz using Morlet wavelets with constant 5 cycles and 23	
windowed with a cosine square window. The analysis provided raw power values [µV2] that 24	
were then averaged over trials. We calculated the mean power over a frequency band between 25	
6-10 Hz. This frequency band was chosen because at 24 months of age the peak frequency 26	
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has been reported to be at about 8 Hz (Berchicci et al., 2011; Marshall et al., 2002). We chose 1	
a frequency band with ± 2 Hz around this peak frequency. Extracting individual frequency 2	
bands from the imitation trials, as suggested in the literature (Cuevas et al., 2014), was not 3	
possible because most imitation trials were highly contaminated with movement artifacts and 4	
many toddlers refused to interact with the play material. Furthermore, two time windows were 5	
selected, for which the average power was calculated over the time domain. For the epochs of 6	
the verb block, the first time window (baseline) represented the 0-400 ms period, where the 7	
“Ich” [I] had been presented. This baseline was chosen because it includes the same visual 8	
stimulation (color-changing dot) and auditory information that is not, however, a verb. This is 9	
to account for possible effects of hearing any type of vocalization on sensorimotor activity. 10	
The second time window represented the full verb period between 500-1100 ms. For the 11	
epochs from the observation block, we selected the first time window between -1000-0 ms 12	
(baseline), which represents the second half of the BSI. We chose only the second half of the 13	
BSI to exclude any carry-over effects from the trial before. A second time window considered 14	
the whole length of the video clip (0-6000 ms)3. 15	
 16	
Since we expected differences in activity over central sites, we selected two clusters of 17	
channels, which correspond to C3 and C4 in the 10-20 system (left central: E29, E30, E35, 18	
E36, E37, E41, E42; right central: E87, E93, E103, E104, E105, E110, E111). Furthermore, 19	
we selected an occipital cluster (E66, E69, E70, E74, E75, E76, E79, E82, E83, E84, E89) to 20	
show the specificity of our hypothesized effect to the central sites. The averaged raw power 21	
values [µV2] were used to calculate event-related desynchronization (ERD) values according 22	
to Pfurtscheller (2001). We used the first time window in each of the conditions as the 23	 																																																								3	Additionally,	we	selected	a	time	window	from	3500-5400	ms,	which	represents	the	period	of	time	where	the	actress	acts	on	the	goal	object.	There	was	no	difference	between	this	time	window	and	the	full	time	window	(grasping	and	action	on	goal	object)	with	respect	to	sensorimotor	activity,	F(1,31)	=	1.78,	p	=	.191.	Therefore,	we	did	not	further	analyze	this	shorter	time	window,	but	instead	the	full	video	clip	we	presented.		
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baseline period and the second time window as the activation period. Statistical analyses were 1	
performed with the R statistical package (R Core Team, 2016). 2	
3. Results 3	
3.1 Questionnaire Data 4	
We analyzed the language questionnaire data for all n = 47 toddlers in the final sample. A 5	
two-sample t-test for differences between the age groups in the expressive vocabulary 6	
regarding the words we used in the EEG paradigm indicated that the 24-month-olds produced 7	
(i.e., vocalized) the verbs significantly more often than the 18-month-olds, t(45) = -8.91, 8	
p < .001. Furthermore, we ran a two-sample t-test to analyze differences in action production 9	
of the actions that were used in the video clips during the EEG paradigm. Results indicated 10	
that there was no difference in action production between the two age groups, t(45) = -0.957, 11	
p = .344. 12	
 13	
3.2 EEG Data 14	
Firstly, we conducted an analysis for the verb block including all subjects with a minimum of 15	
6 artifact-free trials per condition (action verb, pseudoverb). Secondly, we compared ERD 16	
between action verbs and action observation for those toddlers who provided a minimum of 17	
six trials per condition in both blocks (verb block, observation block). We chose this 18	
subsample because all toddlers have completed the verb block before the observation block. 19	
Thus, exposure to the corresponding action verbs was the same for this group of toddlers, 20	
which would not have been the case if we had chosen all toddlers who completed the 21	
observation block irrespective of the verb block. 22	
 23	
3.2.1 Verb block 24	
To answer our second question of whether action verbs and pseudoverbs differ in their 25	
involvement of the sensorimotor system, we ran a mixed-effects analysis of variance 26	
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(ANOVA) on mean ERD values. The within-subject factors were condition (action verb, 1	
pseudoverb) and cluster (left central, right central, occipital). The between-subjects factor was 2	
age group (18 months, 24 months). This analysis revealed a significant main effect of cluster, 3	
F(2, 90) = 4.66, p = .012, ηp2 = 0.022. No main effects for condition, F(1, 45) = 1.40, 4	
p = .243, or age group, F(1, 45) = 0.210, p = .811, were found. Further, results revealed an 5	
interaction effect between cluster and condition, F(2, 90) = 3.26, p = .043, ηp2 = 0.010. No 6	
other interaction effects reached significance (all p > .548). To further analyze the interaction 7	
effect between cluster and condition, we conducted paired t-tests which indicated that ERD 8	
for action verbs (M = -5.07, SD = 15.5) was significantly different from ERD for pseudoverbs 9	
(M = 4.97, SD = 29.2) in the left central cluster t(46) = -2.10, p = .042 (see Fig.2), but not in 10	
the other clusters (all p > .668). Furthermore, one-sample t-tests indicated that ERD for action 11	
verbs was different from zero in the left central (M = -5.07, SD = 15.5), t(46) = -2.24, p = .030 12	
and in the occipital cluster (M = -7.41, SD = 14.8), t(46) = -3.44, p = .001, while ERD for 13	
pseudoverbs differed from zero only in the occipital cluster (M = -6.07, SD = 15.8), t(46) = -14	
2.63, p = .011. 15	
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 1	
Fig. 2. Average ERD within the toddler mu range of 6-10 Hz for action verbs and 2	
pseudoverbs, split by electrode clusters. The ERD indicates % changes with respect to the 3	
baseline time window. Error bars indicate ±1 standard error. Significant differences are 4	
indicated by * = p < .05, ** = p < .01. Non-significant values are indicated by n.s. 5	
 6	
3.2.2 Verb block compared to observation block 7	
To answer our first question of whether action verbs and observed actions both involve the 8	
sensorimotor system, we compared the ERD for action verbs and for action observation in the 9	
sample of toddlers (n = 33), who completed both blocks satisfying the criterion of a minimum 10	
of 6 trials per condition. We ran a mixed-effects ANOVA including the within-subject factors 11	
condition (action verb, action observation) and cluster (left central, right central, occipital), 12	
and the between-subjects factor age group (18 months, 24 months). With respect to the time 13	
window for action observation, we chose the full action period, since it did not differ from the 14	
period where the actress acted on the goal object. The results revealed a significant main 15	
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effect of cluster, F(2, 62) = 11.7, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.063. Furthermore, the results indicated an 1	
interaction effect between cluster and condition, F(2, 62) = 21.9, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.106, and an 2	
interaction effect between age group and cluster, F(2, 62) = 5.62, p = .006, ηp2 = 0.031. No 3	
other main effects (all p > .073) or interaction effects (all p > .244) reached significance. 4	
 5	
To evaluate whether the conditions differed within the clusters, we ran paired t-tests on each 6	
cluster. In the right central cluster, ERD for action verbs (M = -5.12, SD = 19.1) was 7	
significantly weaker than ERD for action observation (M = -26.43, SD = 14.4), t(32) = 5.26, 8	
p < .001. In the left central and in the occipital cluster, ERD for action verbs and action 9	
observation did not differ significantly (all p > .461). One-sample t-tests indicated that ERD 10	
for action verbs was different from zero in the left central cluster (M = -7.62, SD = 14.9, 11	
t(32) = -2.93, p = .006) and in the occipital cluster (M = -9.44, SD = 14.3, t(32) = -3.78, 12	
p < .001). For action observation, one-sample t-tests indicated that ERD differed from zero in 13	
the right central (M = -26.4, SD = 14.4, t(32) = -10.6, p < .001) and in the occipital cluster 14	
(M = -10.9, SD = 14.5, t(32) = -4.31, p < .001). 15	
 16	
To investigate whether ERD for age groups differed within clusters, and thus to answer our 17	
third question, we ran two-sample t-tests within clusters to compare the age groups. The 18	
results indicated that the difference between ERD for 18-month-olds (M = -13.9, SD = 11.2) 19	
and 24-month-olds (M = -7.40, SD = 7.21) was marginally significant, t(31) = -2.02, p = .053, 20	
in the occipital cluster. ERD scores did not differ between age groups in the other clusters (all 21	
p > .095).  22	
 23	
4. Discussion 24	
We investigated the involvement of toddlers’ sensorimotor systems during the processing of 25	
acoustically presented verbs. Toddlers listened to sentences with phonologically similar 26	
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action verbs and pseudoverbs, while the response of the mu rhythm was recorded using EEG. 1	
Additionally, to compare the brain responses between acoustically presented verbs and 2	
visually presented actions, we also recorded the mu rhythm response to observed actions.  3	
 4	
In the following, we discuss the results of the current study with respect to our three main 5	
questions: First, do toddlers already show an activation of their sensorimotor system indicated 6	
by a suppression of the mu rhythm when listening to action verbs as they do when observing 7	
actions? Second, is the suppression of the mu rhythm different in response to action verbs 8	
than to pseudoverbs? Third, is the suppression of the mu rhythm in response to verbs different 9	
for 18- and 24-month-olds? 10	
 11	
4.1. Do toddlers show a suppression of the mu rhythm when listening to action verbs? 12	
We first discuss the results concerning action verbs. Secondly, we discuss the neural 13	
responses for observed actions, and thirdly, we consider the similarities of neural responses to 14	
action verbs and observed actions. 15	
 16	
4.1.1. Action verbs 17	
We found a significant suppression of the mu rhythm over the left central electrode cluster in 18	
response to action verbs. However, this neural response was not specific to central sites, since 19	
we also found a suppression of the occipital alpha rhythm in response to action verbs. The 20	
central effect indicates that the sensorimotor system is active during the processing of action 21	
verbs. This effect was lateralized towards the left hemisphere. The lateralization of the mu 22	
suppression towards the left hemisphere can be interpreted in two different ways. Firstly, the 23	
activity of the sensorimotor system could be left-lateralized because the toddlers mentally 24	
simulate performing the action. We presume that our toddlers are right-handed, since we 25	
included only toddlers with right-handed parents in the sample and the probability of left-26	
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handedness when having two right-handed parents is very low (McManus & Bryden, 1992). 1	
Furthermore, the majority of the population is right-handed. Simulating the performance of an 2	
action like cutting with the right hand would fit a left lateralization of the suppression of the 3	
mu rhythm (Jeon et al., 2011; Nam et al., 2011; Pfurtscheller et al., 2006; Pineda et al., 2000). 4	
Secondly, one might interpret the left lateralization in terms of similarities with language 5	
processing. Action verbs are a linguistic form of action representation (Barsalou, 2008) and 6	
share some commonalities with general language processing, which is known to be left-7	
lateralized in most right-handers (Knecht et al., 2000). This lateralized pattern for the 8	
processing of action verbs which we observed in our study has already been reported in adults 9	
(Hauk & Pulvermüller, 2011). It was shown that action verbs that indicate a uni-manual 10	
action were processed more strongly in the left central cortex for right- as well as left-handers. 11	
The authors argue that these results show that the processing of action verbs is more strongly 12	
associated with language lateralization, which is presumed to be mostly left hemispheric in 13	
both groups, than with handedness itself. In that study, many uni-manual action verbs were 14	
presented but amongst these were also the verbs cutting and drawing, which were also part of 15	
our paradigm (Hauk & Pulvermüller, 2011). Since we did not have an explicit measure of 16	
handedness or language lateralization, nor include left-handed toddlers, we cannot infer which 17	
of the two possible explanations is more likely. Future studies could investigate the role of 18	
handedness in action verb processing in toddlers. 19	
 20	
An often-mentioned criticism regarding sensorimotor activity in response to action-verb 21	
processing concerns vocalization. This means that the sensorimotor activity during action-22	
verb processing could not be associated with the motor-related meaning of the verb, but rather 23	
with the activity of the vocal tract and the mouth area of the motor cortex during the 24	
vocalization of the verb, independent of its meaning. Three reasons speak against this 25	
assumption. Firstly, we used a baseline also containing vocalization for the calculation of the 26	
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ERD scores. We chose the baseline specifically to account for possible confounding effects of 1	
vocalization. Since ERD for action verbs was significantly different from baseline, a mere 2	
effect of vocalization can be excluded. Secondly, we have to specify whether it is necessary 3	
that the toddler be able to vocalize the action verb himself in order to show sensorimotor 4	
activity due to vocalization. A study on the relation between produced or observed actions 5	
and action sounds suggests that first-hand motor experience is a prerequisite for sensorimotor 6	
activity that is associated with the action sound (Gerson et al., 2015). This means for our 7	
study, that own vocalization skills should be a prerequisite for sensorimotor activity related to 8	
action verbs, if vocalization is the key factor that drives sensorimotor activity. In our sample, 9	
the two age groups differed in terms of their expressive vocabulary for the three verbs we 10	
used. This means that, in our sample, very few 18-month-olds vocalized the verbs we 11	
presented, whereas a substantial number of 24-month-olds did. If mu suppression in response 12	
to action verbs were merely due to imagined vocalization, we would observe a difference 13	
between the age groups, which was not the case. Thirdly, there are to date several studies 14	
investigating the somatotopic distribution of sensorimotor activity associated with action 15	
verbs. These studies, in adults and preschoolers (Hauk et al., 2004; James & Maouene, 2009), 16	
indicate that the activation pattern is associated with the limb one would use to perform the 17	
action described by the verb. If the sensorimotor activity associated with action verbs could 18	
exclusively be explained by heard and simulated vocalization, we would not expect to see a 19	
somatotopic distribution of sensorimotor activity. In fact, the topographies rather correspond 20	
to the location of the effector limb on the homunculus than to the location of the mouth area. 21	
In summary, our results suggest that the processing of action verbs, thus of linguistic action 22	
representations, is associated with sensorimotor involvement.  23	
 24	
  25	
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4.1.2 Action observation 1	
The processing of observed actions, thus visual action representations, is a topic that has 2	
received much attention in recent years. Like many other studies on infants and toddlers 3	
(Nyström et al., 2011; Southgate et al., 2009; Southgate, Johnson, Karoui, & Csibra, 2010; 4	
Warreyn et al., 2013; Yoo et al., 2016), we show that toddlers of 18 and 24 months of age 5	
activate their sensorimotor system during the processing of observed actions. More 6	
specifically, we found a right-lateralized pattern of activity. Additionally, we found that the 7	
observation of means-end actions was associated with occipital activity that was slightly more 8	
pronounced in the younger age group (marginal significance). This means that there are two 9	
characteristics to discuss: the lateralization of the central activity towards the right hemisphere 10	
and the occipital activity that differs between age groups. 11	
 12	
First, we assume that the lateralization towards the right hemisphere is associated with the 13	
modality of presentation. In our paradigm, we always presented the means object on the left 14	
side of the screen. In our video clips, the means object was always grasped ipsilaterally with 15	
the right hand. It might be the case that the toddlers mentally performed the action from their 16	
own perspective, but still with an ipsilateral grasp. To do so, they would use their left hand, 17	
which would in turn lead to a strong right-central response. This assumption is difficult to 18	
verify, since there is not much literature that is suitable for comparison. Other studies either 19	
did not include hemisphere as a factor in their analysis or they did not specify which hand 20	
grasped for the object, and nor where the object was placed (Marshall et al., 2011; Nyström et 21	
al., 2011; Warreyn et al., 2013). However, one study provides evidence in favor of our 22	
assumption. Southgate and colleagues (2009) used live presentation, where the actress’s hand 23	
always entered the stage from the right side to grasp for an object on the stage. This study 24	
showed a significant suppression of the mu rhythm in the left hemisphere only (Southgate et 25	
al., 2009). This means that it could be crucial for the lateralization of mu suppression where in 26	
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the visual field the first movement happens. In the case of Southgate et al.’s (2009) study the 1	
movement happened in the right visual field, which was associated with left central activity. 2	
In analogy, in our study, the first movement happened in the left visual field and was 3	
associated with right central activity. Future studies could investigate this matter by including 4	
visual field as an experimental factor. 5	
 6	
Second, we found very strong occipital alpha suppression associated with action observation 7	
that was numerically stronger in the younger age group. Since the literature postulates that mu 8	
rhythm suppression requires the independence of occipital alpha suppression (Cuevas et al., 9	
2014; Marshall & Meltzoff, 2011), it is important to discuss this occipital effect we observed. 10	
Our findings are in line with a study involving 9- and 12-month-olds that showed very strong 11	
occipital effects in response to observed actions, which were also stronger for the younger age 12	
group (Yoo et al., 2016). In contrast to our study, the 9- and 12-month-olds showed even 13	
stronger occipital activity than central activity. The authors state that the strong occipital 14	
effects stem from a high degree of attention allocation, which is even stronger in the 9-month-15	
olds (Yoo et al., 2016). Despite this study mirroring our findings, we are aware of the fact that 16	
the neural activity we found is not specific to central sites as stated in literature of best 17	
practices regarding studies on the mu rhythm (Cuevas et al., 2014; Hobson & Bishop, 2016; 18	
Marshall & Meltzoff, 2011). 19	
 20	
4.1.3 Action verbs and observed actions 21	
On the basis of our results, it is difficult to determine whether action verbs are associated with 22	
the same sensorimotor activity as observed actions. This is because of the different 23	
lateralization that we found for action verbs and observed actions. Action verbs were 24	
associated with left central activity, whereas observed actions were related to right central 25	
activity. The right central activity for the observed actions was stronger than the right central 26	
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as well as the left central activity for action verbs. Our findings are therefore similar to a study 1	
in adults, which reported stronger sensorimotor activity for observed actions than for action 2	
verbs (Moreno et al., 2013).  3	
 4	
Despite the different lateralization for the two conditions, we found sensorimotor activity 5	
during both conditions. Our findings thus demonstrate that the sensorimotor system of 18- 6	
and 24-month-olds is involved in the processing of action verbs and observed actions. This 7	
provides evidence that the sensorimotor system is involved in the processing of different 8	
types of action representation early on in the process of verb acquisition. It further suggests a 9	
neural interrelation between action and language in toddlers, since our results showed that 10	
action and language share the sensorimotor system for their processing. Our findings extend 11	
the evidence for a language-action interrelation from behavioral and eye-tracking studies in 12	
toddlers, in which it was shown that toddlers anticipate action goals faster if they are 13	
presented with the verb beforehand compared to no verb presentation (Gampe & Daum, 14	
2014). Furthermore, a study linking eye-tracking and transcranial magnetic stimulation 15	
(TMS) measures suggested that anticipatory gaze shifts, as measured in Gampe and Daum 16	
(2014), are associated with the suppression of the mu rhythm in adults (Elsner, D’Ausilio, 17	
Gredebäck, Falck-Ytter, & Fadiga, 2013). The current study corroborates the evidence from 18	
these two studies that the interrelation of action and language is characterized by the 19	
involvement of the sensorimotor system in the processing of both domains of action 20	
representation. 21	
 22	
4.2 Is the suppression of the mu rhythm different in response to action verbs than to 23	
pseudoverbs? 24	
Similar to previous research with adults (Buccino et al., 2005; Fargier et al., 2012; Moreno et 25	
al., 2013; Repetto et al., 2013), our results revealed a distinct sensorimotor activation in 26	
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response to action verbs compared to other types of verbs. More specifically, our results 1	
showed that 18- and 24-month-olds activate their sensorimotor system during the processing 2	
of action verbs. For pseudoverbs, the sensorimotor system is just as involved as in the 3	
baseline (“I”). Most studies in adults used abstract verbs such as “to think” to contrast action 4	
verbs (Buccino et al., 2005; Moreno et al., 2013; Repetto et al., 2013), which is different from 5	
the contrast with pseudoverbs that we used. However, one study with adult participants 6	
indicated that the sensorimotor system was only involved in the processing of pseudoverbs 7	
after an associative training in which pseudoverb-action associations were formed (Fargier et 8	
al., 2012). This fits our results, which indicate that pseudoverb processing did not involve 9	
sensorimotor activity. This seems feasible, since the pseudoverbs were completely unfamiliar 10	
and no training preceded the presentation. In the current study, the difference between the 11	
neural processing of action verbs and pseudoverbs was only evident in the left central cluster, 12	
where sensorimotor activity was present for action verbs but not for pseudoverbs. Again, this 13	
lateralization could be due to the processing of linguistic action representations or due to 14	
imagined action execution. Very importantly, the difference in activity between action verbs 15	
and pseudoverbs in the left central area speaks against the assumption that sensorimotor 16	
activity during verb processing is merely associated with heard vocalizations. 17	
 18	
Further, our results indicate that both action verbs and pseudoverbs are associated with 19	
occipital activity. Importantly, occipital activity did not differ between the two conditions. As 20	
discussed above (in 4.1.2), this could be due to attentional or processing demands. There are 21	
two possible explanations for these occipital effects, which are equally pronounced in both 22	
action verbs and pseudoverbs. In the following, we first offer a more low-level interpretation 23	
of this result, followed by a more high-level one. First, we have to consider that our baseline, 24	
which served to calculate the ERD scores, contained a linguistic stimulus, namely the “I”. 25	
This stimulus, in contrast to the action verb or the pseudoverb, is monosyllabic. It is possible 26	
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that disyllabic stimuli as our action verbs (e.g., “schnii-de”) and pseudoverbs (e.g., “schraa-1	
de”) require a higher amount of overall processing than monosyllabic stimuli (e.g., “Ich”), 2	
which could be associated with a decrease in occipital alpha during the second acoustically 3	
presented word (“cut”) compared to the first (“I”). Second, the action verbs and pseudoverbs 4	
were embedded in a sentence structure. The sentences always started with “I”, which was 5	
followed by the action verb or the pseudoverb. The “I” might have served as a cue creating 6	
expectancy that something important might follow within the sentence structure. This 7	
expectancy could be associated with allocation of attention. 8	
 9	
In summary, our results show that the sensorimotor system reacts only to action verbs, which 10	
have a motor-related meaning, but not to pseudoverbs that are unfamiliar. This means that, 11	
similar to research in adults (Moreno et al., 2013; Rüschemeyer et al., 2007), our findings 12	
support the hypothesis that action verbs that are strongly motor-related involve sensorimotor 13	
processing. 14	
 15	
4.3 Is the suppression of the mu rhythm in response to verbs different for 18- and 24-16	
month-olds? 17	
The third main question of the current study was whether 18- and 24-month-olds differ in 18	
terms of sensorimotor involvement during verb processing. Our results indicate that there is 19	
no difference in sensorimotor processing of action verbs between the two age groups. In the 20	
introduction, we proposed two factors that could influence whether the sensorimotor 21	
processing of verbs differs or not: Expressive verb repertoire and motor experience. 22	
Expressive verb repertoire was assumed to be different between the two age groups 23	
(Golinkoff & Hirsh-Pasek, 2008; Kauschke, 2012). The results from our parent questionnaire 24	
support this assumption. The 18-month-olds vocalized the action verbs we used in our 25	
paradigm significantly less often than the 24-month-olds. If the children’s expressive 26	
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vocabulary influences the sensorimotor processing of verbs, one would expect a differential 1	
sensorimotor processing of verbs in the two age groups, which was not the case in the present 2	
study. With respect to motor experience, the age groups tested in the present study were not 3	
expected to differ because we used very basic means-end actions. The results from the parent 4	
questionnaire support this assumption. Both age groups had enough opportunity for 5	
associative learning with respect to mapping particular verbs onto particular actions. 6	
Therefore, if motor experience were the factor that drives differences in sensorimotor 7	
processing of action verbs, we would not expect to find differences between the age groups. 8	
Indeed, our results indicated that the two age groups did not differ with respect to the 9	
involvement of the sensorimotor system during action-verb processing. Accordingly, 10	
expressive verb repertoire is probably not a main factor that influences the sensorimotor 11	
processing of verb at this young age. However, it is possible that the parent questionnaire we 12	
used was not comprehensive enough and a broader measure of overall expressive vocabulary 13	
would be associated with differences in sensorimotor verb processing between the age groups. 14	
In future studies, language status should be tested in greater detail because previous studies 15	
linked expressive vocabulary size to toddlers’ prediction of the continuation of a heard 16	
sentence (Mani et al., 2016; Mani & Huettig, 2012).  17	
 18	
Furthermore, we assumed that first-hand motor experience could be associated with the 19	
processing of verbs. In our study, both age groups were familiar with the actions we 20	
presented, as indicated by the caregivers. Also, both age groups processed the action verbs in 21	
a similar way, which fits the result that both age groups are equally familiar with the actions. 22	
However, as regards the language questionnaire, our measure of motor experience might not 23	
have been sensitive enough to detect possible differences. We only asked the caregivers to 24	
indicate whether or not the toddlers performed the actions during playtime. Future studies 25	
could include other measures of motor experience by including standardized action execution 26	
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trials for all toddlers, or perhaps a test battery to account for fine-motor skills. Furthermore, 1	
motor experience could be experimentally manipulated in a verb-learning paradigm, which 2	
would be especially interesting in terms of the associative learning hypothesis (Cooper et al., 3	
2013). 4	
 5	
4.4 Future considerations 6	
There are at least three issues that need further attention in future studies. Firstly, since there 7	
were strong occipital effects for all conditions in the current study, future studies should 8	
carefully include occipital electrode clusters in their analysis (Cuevas et al., 2014). Secondly, 9	
there were lateralized central effects in the current study. This makes comparisons between 10	
the processing of action verbs and observed actions very difficult. Future studies should 11	
consider balancing the location of the means object during presentation, in order to obtain 12	
bilateral sensorimotor activity for observed actions. Alternatively, the location of the means 13	
object could be experimentally manipulated, which would provide information about the role 14	
of the object location in sensorimotor processing of actions. Finally, future studies could 15	
include more comprehensive measures of language status and motor experience in order to 16	
investigate their role in sensorimotor action-verb processing. Also, a learning paradigm in 17	
which pseudoverbs are linked to unfamiliar actions could be fruitful for studying the role of 18	
the type of motor experience (first-hand, observational) on verb processing and the associated 19	
sensorimotor involvement. 20	
 21	
5. Conclusion 22	
The present study showed that the sensorimotor system of toddlers is activated during the 23	
processing of action-related verbs. As in adults, the sensorimotor involvement was distinct for 24	
familiar action verbs compared to pseudoverbs in toddlers at 18 and 24 months of age. This 25	
means that the sensorimotor system is already involved in the processing of action verbs at 26	
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the beginning of verb acquisition. The comparison with the processing of observed actions 1	
indicates that the sensorimotor system underlies both action-verb and action processing. This 2	
suggests that the two different types of action representation, linguistic and visual, are 3	
interrelated on the neural level, since they share the sensorimotor system as their common 4	
processing system.  5	
 6	
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